
ALDCLIFFE RD TRIANGLE – PROPOSED WORKS TO TOWPATH BOUNDARY WALL 
 
NOTE: This document is intended to illustrate the principle of our proposals for the 
purpose of determining whether the principle is acceptable, but we envisage that final 
details would need to be agreed with C&RT and the City Council’s Conservation Officer 
prior to works commencing. 
 
 
1. Reduce overall height of towpath boundary wall by between 350 and 550mm (existing 
height varies) to achieve wall height of circa 1300mm to top of coping, to match and 
continue the lower level in the photo below. Existing copings are to be carefully 
removed and reused. 
 
This will provide greater visibility over the Triangle from the towpath / proposed 
housing development, and discourage anti-social behaviour. 
 
Note that the wall leans noticeably in some areas and reducing the height will also 
significantly reduce the overturning moment and therefore risk of collapse, and has 
been recommended by our structural engineer. 
 
 

 
 
 
2. In the two locations where there are existing infill railings to historic openings (see 
photos on following page), either reduce plinth height and re-fix railings at lower level 
or provide new black steel railings to match. Some work to quoins may be necessary to 
achieve the reduced wall height.  



 
 

 



3. Where the wall is very badly leaning and where it has already collapsed (see photo 
below), take down and reconstruct to new reduced height. Surplus stone from the 
height-reduction operation to be used to reconstruct the collapsed section. 
 
Potentially replace untidy stone infill to historic opening with new section of black steel 
railings on plinth to match other openings (budget permitting). Re-use top quoins from 
other openings (or new reclaimed copings to match) to reconstruct missing side of 
historic opening. Over-mature goat willow is of low value and is to be removed as per 
advice from our qualified arboriculturist. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
4. Remove stone & brick infill to re-establish historic opening approx 2150mm wide. 
Leave existing quoins in place to full height as ‘gateposts’ with copings of reduced 
height wall butting up to them either side. 
 
First photo on the following page shows proposed opening from towpath side. Second 
photo shows proposed opening from Triangle side. 
 
Our consultation responses included suggestions that there should be a gate to prevent 
for example small children running out on to towpath, uncontrolled access by dogs. This 
could be a heavy-duty timber gate to match the existing field gate on the vehicle 
access, or it could be a black steel (cast-iron look) gate to match the existing railings. 
 
 



 
 

 



 
5. Works would be fenced off from the towpath with temporary herras fencing and 
carried out from the Triangle side as far as possible, but if that would not provide 
sufficient working space we would look to have a temporary closure on a short length of 
towpath (circa 50m between roving bridge and existing access at other end of the 
Triangle) and divert pedestrians around. 
 
 
 
 


